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Aharonov-Bohm effect in the chiral Luttinger liquid
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Edge states of the quantum Hall fluid provide an almost unparalled opportunity to study mesoscopic effects
in a highly correlated electron system. In this paper we develop a bosonization formalism for the finite-size
edge state, as described by chiral Luttinger liquid theory, and use it to study the Aharonov-Bohm effect. The
problem we address may be realized experimentally by measuring the tunneling current between two edge
states through a third edge state formed around an antidot in the fractional quantum Hall effect regime. The
finite sizeL of the antidot edge state introduces a temperature scaleT0[\v/pkBL, wherev is the edge-state
Fermi velocity. A renormalization group analysis reveals the existence of a two-parameter universal scaling
function G̃(X,Y) that describes the Aharonov-Bohm conductance resonances. We also show that the strong
renormalization of the tunneling amplitudes that couple the antidot to the incident edge states, together with the
nature of the Aharonov-Bohm interference process in a chiral system, prevent the occurrence of perfect
resonances as the magnetic field is varied, even at zero temperature. In an experimentally realizable strong-
antidot-coupling regime, where the source-to-drain transmission is weak, and at bulk filling factorg51/q with
q an odd integer, we predict the low-temperature (T!T0) Aharonov-Bohm amplitude to vanish with tempera-
ture asT2q22, in striking contrast to a Fermi liquid (q51). NearT0 , there is a pronounced maximum in the
amplitude, also in contrast to a Fermi liquid. At high temperatures (T@T0), however, we predict a crossover
to a T2q21e2qT/T0 temperature dependence, which is qualitatively similar to chiral Fermi liquid behavior.
Careful measurements in the strong-antidot-coupling regime aboveT0 should be able to distinguish between a
Fermi liquid and our predicted nearly Fermi liquid scaling. In addition, we predict an interesting high-
temperature nonlinear response regime, where the voltage satisfiesV.T.T0 , which may also be used to
distinguish between chiral Fermi liquid and chiral Luttinger liquid behavior. Finally, we predict mesoscopic
edge-current oscillations, which are similar to the persistent current oscillations in a mesoscopic ring, except
that they are not reduced in amplitude by weak disorder. In the fractional quantum Hall effects regime, these
‘‘chiral persistent currents’’ have a universal non-Fermi-liquid temperature dependence and may be another
ideal system to observe a chiral Luttinger liquid.@S0163-1829~97!00936-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that the integer quantum Hall effect1 and
many related transport phenomena that occur in nanom
scale semiconductor devices2 can be understood in terms o
Fermi-liquid theories of magnetic edge-state transport,3 such
as the Bu¨ttiker-Landauer formalism.4 However, as was
shown by Laughlin,5 the fractional quantum Hall effec
~FQHE! occurs because strong electron-electron interact
result in the formation of highly correlated incompressib
states at certain Landau level filling factors.1 In 1990, Wen6

used the Chern-Simons theory7 of the bulk FQHE to show
that the edge states in the fractional regime should be ch
Luttinger liquids ~CLL!. As in the nonchiral Luttinger
liquid,8,9 electron-electron interactions in the CLL play a
essential role and lead to physical properties that can be
matically different than the integral quantum Hall effect ed
state. Wen’s important proposal has stimulated a consi
able theoretical effort to understand the properties of
non-Fermi-liquid state of matter.10–25

The first experimental observation of a CLL was made
Milliken, Umbach, and Webb.26 These authors measured th
560163-1829/97/56~15!/9692~15!/$10.00
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tunneling current between two filling factor 1/3 edge states
a quantum-point-contact geometry. As the gate voltage
varied, resonance peaks in the conductance, caused by
ditions of destructive interference that prevent tunneling
tween the edges, were observed to have the correct C
temperature dependence as predicted by Moon
co-workers13 and by Fendley, Ludwig, and Saleur.17 In addi-
tion, Chang, Pfeiffer, and West,27 working with a cleaved-
edge sample and measuring the tunneling between a s
filling factor 1/3 edge state and doped GaAs, have very
cently reported experimental evidence that is also in favo
CLL theory. Thus, it would appear that the CLL is indee
realized in FQHE edge states.

However, two recent experiments28,29on the tunneling be-
tween FQHE edge states through an additional edge s
circling a quantum antidot have reported Fermi-liquid beh
ior. In the quantum-point-contact geometry the tunneling
curs through an unknown and uncontrollable impurity dis
bution, resulting in a dense series of resonance peaks.26 In
contrast, the tunneling in the anitdot system occurs throug
larger object, essentially a mesoscopic ring, and the re
nances are controlled by the Aharonov-Bohm~AB! effect by
9692 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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56 9693AHARONOV-BOHM EFFECT IN THE CHIRAL . . .
varying the magnetic field within a given FQHE plateau. F
this reason the antidot geometry is believed to be superio
observing resonant tunneling in a CLL. Franklinet al.28

measured the AB conductance oscillations in a device w
an antidot 0.94mm in circumference at temperatures down
30 mK. The filling factor in the immediate vicinity of the
antidot was measured to be 1/3, whereas in the bulk it
2/3. In both the integer and fractional regimes the period
the AB oscillations was observed to correspond to one
quantum through the area bounded by the antidot edge s
The temperature dependence was analyzed by determ
the temperature dependence of the appropriate Fourier c
ficient of the transformed resistance data, and a good fi
Fermi-liquid scaling was obtained. More recently, Maas
and Goldman,29 following earlier related work by Goldman
and Su,30 studied resonant tunneling as a function of ba
gate voltage down to 12 mK in an antidot 1.9mm in circum-
ference. Within the experimental uncertainty, the resona
line shape at a given temperature was consistent with b
chiral Fermi liquid and CLL theory. The temperature depe
dence of the width and amplitude of the oscillations, ho
ever, was found to be that of a chiral Fermi liquid.

The agreement of these experiments with Fermi liq
theory does not in itself rule out CLL theory because
detailed CLL theory for the antidot geometry has been av
able. This is one motivation of the present work, which is
continuation of our earlier paper~Ref. 24!. The most impor-
tant conclusion of our study is that the transport propertie
the quantum-point-contact system and the antidot system
fer in two important ways. The first is that mesoscopic
fects are very important in the latter. When the therm
lengthLT[\v/kBT becomes smaller than the circumferen
L of the antidot edge state, the AB oscillations beco
washed out, and, at the same time, acquire a tempera
dependence that is similar to a chiral Fermi liquid.24 Herev
is the edge-state Fermi velocity. An experiment performed
a temperature significantly above the point of crossover,

T0[
\v

pkBL
, ~1!

is thereforeexpectedto observe nearly Fermi-liquid behavio
for many mesoscopic quantities.~The precise definition of
T0 has been chosen to simplify the expressions in Sec.!
The second difference is that in contrast with the quantu
point-contact geometry, where it is reasonable to assume
there exist conditions of destructive interference that lead
perfect resonances, the resonances in the antidot geom
which are controlled by the AB effect, are never perfe
even at zero temperature. As we shall explain, this me
that there is another temperature scaleT1 , set by the bare
tunneling rate between the antidot and incident edge sta
below which the system is always in the strongly coup
regime.

The other motivation for our work is that the CLL pro
vides an almost unparalled opportunity to study mesosco
physics in a highly correlated electron system that is b
experimentally accessible and theoretically tractable. Th
our comparison of the AB effect in the Fermi and Lutting
liquids is also a comparison of mesoscopic effects in a n
interacting and interacting system, and we shall show tha
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temperatures belowT0 interactions have a dramatic effect o
many quantities. Mesoscopic effects in nonchiral Lutting
liquids have been studied considerably,9,31,32 and a recent
interesting paper by Chamon and co-workers25 has analyzed
mesoscopic effects in a CLL by considering a double po
contact arrangement that allows one to measure the fracti
charge and fractional statistics of FQHE quasiparticles.
though the main focus of their work is different, and th
geometry they consider is close to that of a quantum
instead of an antidot, many of the results of Chamonet al.25

are similar to ours.
The model of the antidot system we shall adopt for o

study is the simplest one possible: We assume two ma
scopic filling factorg51/q ~with q odd! edge states at the
edges of the Hall bar symmetrically coupled to a single m
soscopic edge state~with the sameg! circling the antidot.
The edges of the Hall fluid are assumed to be sharply c
fined, and the interaction short-ranged, so that the low ly
excitations consist of a single branch of edge magnetop
mons with linear dispersionv5vk. It is not known at
present whether or not the deviations of the experiment
studied systems from this idealized model are important.

The original effect of Aharonov and Bohm33 was pro-
posed as an experiment with electron beams in a vacuum
it was realized immediately that electrons moving in a m
tiply connected conductor should also be influenced b
magnetic flux threaded through it. Because it is a sensi
probe of phase coherence, the AB effect has been an im
tant experimental tool to study disordered metals.34 Before
proceeding with our study, it is worthwhile to inquir
whether there are any essential differences between the
effect in nonchiral and chiral systems. The answer isyes: In
nonchiral systems, the AB flux can lead to both construct
and destructive interference, whereas only constructive in
ference is possible in the chiral system. This difference
be understood in the following way.

Let u6[redl•@p1(e/c)A# be the phase accumulated b
an electron with energye after one complete clockwise~1!
or counterclockwise~2! orbit around the ring shown in Fig
1; it is given byu652p@(e/De)6w# and includes both the

FIG. 1. Mesoscopic ring.u6 is the phase shift subjected to a
electron of energye after a complete orbit in the clockwise~1! or
counterclockwise~2! direction.
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9694 56MICHAEL R. GELLER AND DANIEL LOSS
dynamical and AB phases. Heree is the magnitude of the
electron charge,w[F/F0 is the dimensionless AB flux
threading the ring,F0[hc/e is the flux quantum, and
De[2pv/L is the energy level spacing for noninteractin
electrons having linear dispersion with velocityv in a ring of
circumferenceL. The probability amplitudeA6 to propagate
on the ring from point 1 to point 2 at energye, allowing only
clockwise~1! or counterclockwise~2! motion, is given by

A65eiu/21ei3u/21ei5u/21•••5
i /2

sin pS e

De
6w D . ~2!

The first term in the series,eiu/2, is the amplitude to propa
gate directly from point 1 to point 2, and the remaining ter
account for any number of windings with a given chiralit
The total ‘‘transmission’’ probability in the chiral case
therefore

uA6u25
1/2

12cos 2pS e

De
6w D , ~3!

which possesses transmission resonances when (e/De)6w
is integral, but never exhibits completely destructive interf
ence. In contrast, the total transmission probability in
nonchiral case,

uA11A2u25

sin2S p
e

De D cos2~pw!

sin2 pS e

De
1w D sin2 pS e

De
2w D , ~4!

has both poles and zeros. A more precise analysis of
distinction, based on a comparison of the chiral and n
chiral propagators, is provided in Appendix A.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II w
study the AB effect in the chiral Fermi liquid for arbitrar
antidot-coupling strength with the Bu¨ttiker-Landauer for-
mula. In Sec. III we discuss the general theory of the fin
size CLL, including canonical quantization and bosonizati
We also show there how fractionally charged excitatio
arise naturally in the CLL. Section IV is devoted to a reno
malization group analysis of the weak-antidot-coupling
gime, where we obtain the same flow equations as previo
derived for the quantum-point-contact system. The stro
antidot-coupling regime of the AB effect in a CLL is studie
in detail in Sec. V. In Sec. VI we study the response of
edge state to an AB flux and find mesoscopic edge-cur
oscillations that are similar to persistent current oscillatio
in a mesoscopic ring, except that they are not degraded
weak disorder. Section VII contains a brief discussion of o
results and their relevance to the existing antidot exp
ments.

II. AHARONOV-BOHM EFFECT
IN THE CHIRAL FERMI LIQUID

We begin by studying the chiral Fermi liquid case wi
the Büttiker-Landauer formula, which is valid for noninte
acting electrons. In addition to serving as a check of
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more general expressions derived below, the Bu¨ttiker-
Landauer formula is valid for arbitrary antidot-coupling am
plitude and the resulting conductance exhibits resonan
that are not accessible from a perturbation expansion v
for small tunneling. The Bu¨ttiker-Landauer analysis als
shows that the nature of the AB resonances in the ch
Fermi liquid and CLL are entirely different: In the weak
antidot-coupling regime of Fig. 2~a!, with tunneling ampli-
tudesuG6u!1, the two-terminal conductance in the Ferm
liquid possesses reflection resonances~sharp dips in the
conductance! when the electron going around the antidot i
terferesconstructivelywith itself, whereas, as we shall sho
below, the chiral Luttinger liquid instead exhibits resona
transmission~sharp peaks in the conductance! at conditions
of maximumdestructiveinterference.

Transport through an antidot in the integer quantum H
effect regime has been studied both theoretically35–37 and
experimentally.38 In the two-terminal Bu¨ttiker-Landauer ap-
proach, the constriction containing the antidot is regarded
a single phase-coherent scatterer connecting perfect re
voirs serving both as current sources and voltage probes.
current flowing from reservoir 1 to reservoir 2 is

I 52
e

h E de T~e!@nF~e2m1!2nF~e2m2!#, ~5!

where T(e) is the total probability for transmission from
reservoir 1 to 2,nF(e)[(ebe11)21 is the Fermi distribution
function, andm i is the electrochemical potential of reservo
i . The voltageV[(m22m1)/e is defined so that a positiveV
produces a positiveI . The two-terminal linear conductanc
is

G52
e2

h E de
]nF

]e
T~m1e!, ~6!

wherem[@(m11m2)/2# is the mean electrochemical pote
tial, which reduces toG5T(m)(e2/h) at zero temperature.

The transmission probabilityT(e) has been evaluated fo
a variety of edge-state configurations in Ref. 35. For o
purposes it is sufficient to consider only the case wh
G65 iG with G real and energy independent.39 In this case
the amplitude to tunnel on or off the antidot isiG, whereas,
by unitarity, the amplitude to proceed without tunneling
A12G2. Then for the system shown in Fig. 2~a! it is simple
to show that

T~e!512
G4

2~12G2!@12cosu~e!#1G4 , ~7!

whereu52p@(e/De)1w# is the phase shift of the electro
wave function after a complete clockwise orbit around t
antidot at energye, as defined in Sec. I, withw now the
dimensionless magnetic flux through the area defined by
antidot edge state.~Note that the arrows in Fig. 2 denote th
flow of currents; the electrons are therefore circling the a
tidot in the clockwise direction.!

In the weak-antidot-coupling regime, whereG!1, Eq.~7!
shows that sharp zero-temperature reflection resonance
the two-terminal conductance occur whenu52pn with n an
integer; that is, at conditions of constructive interference.
the strong-antidot-coupling regime, where the tunneling a
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plitude G is close to unity, the source-drain transmissi
probability is small. In this regime it is convenient to defin
a new small parameterḠ[A12G2. Then in the strong-
coupling limit (Ḡ!1) we have

T~e!52Ḡ2@12cosu~e!#1O~ Ḡ4!. ~8!

Note that reflection resonances still occur whenu52pn,
although they are less sharp than in the weak-antid
coupling limit. This limit corresponds to the case for whic
the CLL theory described in Sec. V has been developed.
zero-temperature AB resonances in the weak and stro
coupling regimes are shown in Fig. 3.

An analytic expression for the linear and nonlinear
sponse in the strong-antidot-coupling regime can be obta
from Eqs.~5! and ~8!. The required integral,

E
2`

`

de

cos 2pS e

De
1

m1

De
1w D2cos 2pS e

De
1

m2

De
1w D

ebe11

FIG. 2. Aharonov-Bohm effect geometry in the~a! weak-
antidot-coupling and~b! strong-antidot-coupling regimes. In bot
cases the arrows denote the direction of currents and the da
lines represent weak tunneling processes.

FIG. 3. Zero-temperature Aharonov-Bohm resonances in
chiral Fermi liquid with weak coupling~G50.2, solid curve!, inter-
mediate coupling~G50.5, dashed curve!, and with strong coupling
~G50.9, dotted curve!. The source-drain conductanceG is given in
units of e2/h and the flux is in units of the flux quantumF0 .
t-

e
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-
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522pT

sinS eV

2pT0
D cos 2pS m

De
1w D

sinhS T

T0
D , ~9!

follows from a contour integration and residue summatio
Here we have used the definitions ofm and V to write
m15m2eV/2 andm25m1eV/2. In this regime we there-
fore find for the chiral Fermi liquid,

I FL5I 0
FL1I AB

FL cos 2pS m

De
1w D , ~10!

where

I 0
FL5

e2Ḡ2

p\
V ~11!

is the flux-independent contribution, and

I AB
FL 52

2eḠ2

\

T

sinh~T/T0!
sinS eV

2pT0
D ~12!

is the AB contribution. If the voltageV is appliedsymmetri-
cally about an antidot energy level thenm is an integral
multiple of De and the voltage dependence in the seco
term of Eq.~10! becomes simply

sin~eV/2pT0!5sin~eVp/De!. ~13!

The voltage dependence is then sinusoidal with a pe
equal totwice the antidot level spacingDe, because as the
voltage is varied the two chemical potentialsm1 and m2
move in opposite directions at half the rate at whichV
changes. The linear conductanceG[(dI/dV)V50 in this re-
gime is given by

GFL5G0
FL1GAB

FL cos 2pS m

De
1w D , ~14!

where

G0
FL5

e2Ḡ2

p\
V52Ḡ2

e2

h
~15!

and

GAB
FL 52

e2Ḡ2

p\

T/T0

sinh~T/T0!
522Ḡ2

T/T0

sinh~T/T0!

e2

h
.

~16!

The factor of 2 in the background term~15! comes from the
two parallel tunneling paths in Fig. 2~b!, each having trans-
mission probabilityḠ2. The expressions~10! and ~14! show
that the line shape of the AB oscillations as a function of fl
or m is strictly sinusoidal, with a temperature-independe
linewidth. Only the amplitude of the oscillations, given b
I AB

FL andGAB
FL , has a temperature dependence. Note that

~14! also shows that the relevant Fourier component of
conductance oscillations has the same temperature de
dence asGAB

FL .
The calculation presented above is valid for a nonintera

ing electron system only, and therefore does not apply

ed

e
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9696 56MICHAEL R. GELLER AND DANIEL LOSS
FQHE edge states. Nonetheless, it is possible to extend t
Fermi-liquid results to the FQHE regime by assuming t
the Büttiker-Landauer formula~5! and the transmission prob
ability ~7! can be applied tononinteracting composite
fermions.40 With this assumption the transport properties
the FQHE regime become qualitatively similar to that in t
integer regime and to the existing antidot experiments.28,29

The approach we take in this paper, however, is the mic
scopic one based on CLL theory.

III. FINITE-SIZE CHIRAL LUTTINGER LIQUID
WITH TOPOLOGICAL EXCITATIONS

To study mesoscopic effects associated with edge stat
the FQHE regime, we shall perform a quantization of C
theory for a finite-size system and include the possibility
topological excitations of the chiral scalar field and coupli
to an AB flux. Finite-size effects in nonchiral Luttinger liq
uids have been discussed previously by Haldane9 and by
Loss.31 To proceed in the chiral case we bosonize the e
tron field operatorsc6(x) according to the convention

r6~x!56
]xf6

2p
, ~17!

where

r6~x![ lim
a→0

:c6
† ~x1a!c6~x!: ~18!

is the normal-ordered charge density andf6(x) is a chiral
scalar field for right~1! or left ~2! movers. The dynamics is
governed by Wen’s Euclidian action10

S65
1

4pg E
0

L

dxE
0

b

dt ]xf6~6 i ]tf61v]xf6!,

~19!

whereg51/q ~with q odd! is the bulk filling factor,v is the
edge-state Fermi velocity~edge-magnetoplasmon velocity!,
and L is the size of the edge state. Whenq51, the action
~19! describes noninteracting chiral electrons. The Lagra
ian and real-time equations of motion are

L65
1

4pg
]xf6~7] tf62v]xf6!, ~20!

and

~]x] t6v]x
2!f6~x,t !50. ~21!

The field theory described by Eq.~19! can be canonically
quantized by imposing the equal-time commutation relati

@f6~x!,f6~x8!#56 ipg sgn~x2x8!. ~22!

Furthermore, the left and right sectors commute,41

@f2~x!,f1~x8!#50. ~23!

The momentum density canonically conjugate tof6(x) is
therefore identified as7]xf6 /2pg. We then decompose
f6(x) into a nonzero-mode contributionf6

p (x) satisfying
se
t

-

in

f

-

-

,

periodic boundary conditions that describes the neutral e
tations, and a zero-mode partf6

0 (x) that contributes to the
charged excitations,

f6~x!5f6
p ~x!1f6

0 ~x!. ~24!

The nonzero-mode part may be expanded in a basis of B
annihilation and creation operators as

f6
p ~x!5 (

kÞ0
u~6k!A2pg

ukuL ~ake
ikx1ak

†e2 ikx!e2ukua/2,

~25!

where@ak ,ak8
†

#5dkk8 , with the coefficients in Eq.~25! de-
termined by the requirement thatf6

p (x) itself satisfies Eq.
~22! in the L→` limit. In a finite-size system, however, i
can be shown that

@f6
p ~x!,f6

p ~x8!#56 ipg sgn~x2x8!7
2p ig~x2x8!

L
,

~26!

so we must require the zero-mode contribution to satisfy

@f6
0 ~x!,f6

0 ~x8!#56
2p ig~x2x8!

L
~27!

for the total field to satisfy Eq.~22!. An expansion analogou
to Eq. ~25! for the zero modes can be constructed from
condition ~27! and, in addition, the requirement

f6
0 ~x1L !2f6

0 ~x!562pN6 , ~28!

which follows from Eq.~17!, where

N6[E
0

L

dx r6~x! ~29!

is the charge of an excited state relative to the ground st
Conditions~27! and~28! together determinef6

0 (x), up to an
additivec-number constant, as

f6
0 ~x!56

2p

L
N6x2gx6 , ~30!

wherex6 is an Hermitian phase operator canonically con
gate toN6 satisfying

@x6 ,N6#5 i . ~31!

Equations ~25! and ~30! may now be used to write the
normal-ordered CLL Hamiltonian as

H65
v

4pg E
0

L

dx~]xf6!2 ~32!

5
pv
gL

N6
2 1(

k
u~6k!vukuak

†ak .

~33!

The normal-ordered chargeN6 is a constant of the motion
whereas] tx652pvN6 /gL. The normal-ordered densit
operator~17! for an isolated edge state satisfies the ch
equations of motion
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~] t6v]x!r650. ~34!

Also note that the compressibilityk6[]r6 /]m of the uni-
form CLL is k65g/2pv, half the spinless nonchiral Lut
tinger liquid value. In a finite-size system, the level spac
for neutral and charged excitations is of the order ofv/L,
and both types of edge excitations become gapless in
L→` limit as expected.

We turn now to a discussion of the bosonization of t
right ~1! and left ~2! moving components of the electro
field operators. Equation~17! shows that to create an ele
tron, we need to create a62p step in the chiral scalar field
The electron field operators can be bosonized as

c6~x!5
1

A2pa
eif6~x!/ge6 ipx/gL, ~35!

wherea is the same microscopic cutoff length that appears
Eq. ~25!. To see that Eq.~35! is valid, note that

@r6~x!,c6
† ~x8!#5d~x2x8!c6

† ~x8!, ~36!

so c6
† (x) creates an electron at positionx. The necessary

time-dependent generalization of Eq.~35! is

c6~x,t !5
1

A2pa
eif6~x,t !/ge6 ip~x7vt !/gL, ~37!

wheref6(x,t) is in the Heisenberg representation.
It is important to realize that the additionalc-number

phase factore6 ipx/gL, which has the effect of disentangelin
the charge and phase operators in the zero mode, is nece
for bosonizaton in a finite-size system.~Similar factors are
known to occur in the bosonization of nonchiral finite-si
systems.31! An example of this necessity is provided by
calculation of the equal-time correlation function,

C6~x![^c6~x!c6
† ~0!&, ~38!

for the finite-size chiral Fermi liquid (g51) at zero tempera
ture, which can be calculated via bosonization and also
rectly. Using Eq.~35! we find

C6~x!5
e6 ipx/L

2pa
^ei @f6

0
~x!2f6

0
~0!#&e~1/2![f6

0
~x!,f6

0
~0!]

3e^f6
p

~x!f6
p

~0!2„f6
p

~0!…2&. ~39!

At zero temperature,

^ei @f6
0

~x!2f6
0

~0!#&5^e62p iN6x/L&51 ~40!

and ~for g51!

^f6
p ~x!f6

p ~0!2„f2
p ~0!…2&5S~6x!, ~41!

whereS(x) is defined in Appendix B. Thus, we find

C6~x!5
~6 i /2L !e6 ipx/L

sin@p~x6 ia !/L#
. ~42!

Note that Eq. ~42! has the correct periodicity
C6(x1L)5C6(x). The same quantity~38! may also be cal-
culated directly from the chiral Fermi liquid Hamiltonian,
g

he

n

ary

i-

H65(
k

e6~k!:c6
† ~k!c6~k!:, ~43!

normal ordered with respect to an infinite Dirac sea as in
Luttinger model. Herec6

† (k) andc6(k) denote creation and
annihilation operators for the right~1! or left ~2! branch,
e6(k)56vk are the energies of the infinite linear branche
andc6(x)5L21/2(ke

ikxc6(k). We then obtain

C6~x!5
1

L (
k

eikx^12c6
† ~k!c6~k!&. ~44!

The ground state momentum distribution functionn6(k) is
given by n1(k)51 for k<0, n2(k)51 for k>0, and
n6(k)50 elsewhere. @This may be written asn6(k)
5u(7k) with the understanding that thefull k50 state is to
be included.# Then we find

C6~x!5
1

L (
k.0

e6 ikxe2ka, ~45!

where we have included a convergence factor. This resu
identical to the form~42! calculated with the finite-size
bosonization formula~35!.

The bosonization formula~35! may also be used to dete
mine the allowed eigenvalues of the charge operatorN6 .
Equation~35! implies that

c6
† ~x1L !5c6

† ~x!e72p iN6 /g. ~46!

Thus, periodic boundary conditions on the electron creat
operators lead to the result that the allowed eigenvalue
N6 are given by

N65ng, ~47!

wheren is any integer, which means that there existsfrac-
tionally chargedexcitations, as expected in a FQHE syste
We shall show below that the existence of these fraction
charged excitations is necessary for obtaining the correct
riod of the persistent current oscillations, as is known
other contexts.42 The result~47! also follows from the re-
quirement that the annihilation operatorsc6(x) satisfy peri-
odic boundary conditions.

The CLL theory ~19! is valid for any magnetic field
strength within a given fractional plateau~of the form 1/q
with q odd! that makes the bulk quantum Hall fluid incom
pressible, but does not distinguish between these diffe
possible magnetic fields. This is because the action~19! does
not know whether the edge it describes is at the boundar
a Hall bar, where the precise location within a Hall plateau
unimportant, or is at the boundary of a quantum Hall drop
or an antidot piercing an otherwise uniform fluid, whe
there are additional mesoscopic effects associated with
actual position within the plateau. To account for these m
soscopic effects in the antidot system, we couple to an
flux F by adding a term

dL65
1

c
j 6A ~48!

to the CLL Lagrangian~20!, where j 6(x) is the one-
dimensional current density associated withr6(x), as de-
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fined through the continuity equation2e] tr61]xj 650.
Using Eq. ~34! we obtain a bosonized expression for t
current density,j 656(e/2p) ] tf6 . The vector potential in
Eq. ~48! is given byA5F/L. The flux couples only to the
zero modes, and results in the Hamiltonian

H65
pv
gL

~N67gw!21(
k

u~6k!vukuak
†ak , ~49!

where w[F/F0 is the dimensionless flux.@The chirality-
dependent flux coupling of the form7w in Eq. ~49! corre-
sponds to the choice used in Eq.~A1! of Appendix A in the
noninteracting limit.#

IV. SCALING THEORY

In Sec. II we studied the AB effect in the integral qua
tum Hall regime, where the edge states are chiral Fermi
uids, by using the Bu¨ttiker-Landauer formula, which is valid
for all values of the antidot tunneling amplitudes. In the fra
tional regime, where the edge states are CLL’s, the str
electron correlation dramatically changes the physics of
tunneling process itself, as emphasized by Wen10 and also by
Kane and Fisher11 and Matveevet al.43 in the context of the
one-dimensional interacting electron gas. Whereas elec
tunneling between FQHE edge states is inhibited becaus
electron added to an edge state is not properly correl
with the others already there, tunneling of fractiona
charged quasiparticles, when allowed, is actually enhan
and may become divergent at low temperatures. Quasip
cle tunneling is difficult to treat theoretically because of th
nonperturbative aspect.

The renormalization group~RG! has played a central rol
in the theory of the chiral and nonchiral Luttinger liquid
and we now briefly review its connection with the diverge
quasiparticle tunneling between FQHE edge states in a q
tum point contact. The divergence reflects the fact that
quasiparticle tunneling operator is relevant in the R
sense,11,13 and in the zero-temperature limit CLL theory pr
dicts that in the quantum-point-contact geometry the H
fluid with interedge tunneling is aninsulator. If, by adjusting
the magnetic field or a gate voltage or both, a condition
complete destructive interference is achieved that prev
the aforementioned tunneling, aresonancepeak in the two-
terminal conductance will occur.44 However, this on-
resonance fixed point is clearly unstable and the system
try to flow to the stable insulating fixed point. The situatio
is entirely analogous to a second-order phase transition,
here too we expect critical exponents associated with
unstable fixed point. These exponents, which reflect the f
of the tunneling conductance near a resonance, can be
tained from a RG analysis. Because no other operators
lowed by symmetry are relevant at low temperatures, K
and Fisher11 went further by proposing that the entire R
trajectory from Hall conductor to insulator will beuniversal,
resulting in a universal line shape near and away from re
nance. The universal line shape for theg51/3 case has bee
calculated exactly by Fendley, Ludwig, and Saleur17 using
the thermodynamic Bethe ansatz.

The scaling behavior in the antidot geometry differs
two important ways. First, although the RG flow equatio
-
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are the same here as in the quantum-point-contact geom
their physical implications are different. Recall that in th
quantum-point-contact system it is assumed, and reason
so, that there exist conditions of complete destructive in
ference that will cause a resonance. But in the antidot sys
the origin of interference is the AB effect, which, because
the chirality,neverleads to the necessary complete destr
tive interference for any finite antidot-coupling strength~see
the discussions in Sec. I and Appendix A!. The two-terminal
conductance on resonance,G* , is determined by the antidot
coupling strength and the temperature and is always less
ge2/h. The second important difference between the t
geometries is the role of the additional scaleT0 in the antidot
case. Whereas in the quantum-point-contact geometry
universal RG trajectory implies a one-parameter univer
scaling functionG̃(X) for the conductance, whereX depends
on the temperature, the RG trajectory in the antidot proble
which we also predict to be universal for sufficiently lowT0 ,
leads instead to atwo-parameteruniversal scaling function
G̃(X,Y), whereY depends on the size of the antidot and
temperature independent. The scaling functionG̃(X,Y) con-
tains all the mesoscopic effects associated with the lin
response of the finite-size antidot edge state.

We turn now to a detailed RG theory of the antidot pro
lem. We begin by performing a perturbative analysis in t
weak-antidot-coupling regime shown schematically in F
2~a!. In this case we have

S5S01dS, ~50!

where S0[SL1SR1SA is the sum of actions of the form
~19! for the left moving, right moving, and antidot edg
states, respectively, and

dS[ (
m51

` E
0

b

dt @V1~t!1V2~t!1c.c.# ~51!

is the weak coupling between them. Here

V6~t![
vG6

~m!

2pa
eimf6~x6 ,t!e2 imfA~x6 ,t! ~52!

describes the tunneling ofm quasiparticles from an inciden
edge state into the antidot edge state at pointx6 with dimen-
sionless amplitudeG6

(m) .11 In the weak-antidot-coupling re
gime uG6

(m)u!1. The form of the tunneling perturbation~52!
follows from a generalization of the bosonization formu
~35! to particles with fractional charge and fractional stat
tics; the edge-state velocity factorv is included to make the
G6

(m) dimensionless. The phase factor in Eq.~35! is unneces-
sary here and for simplicity will be omitted. We assume t
incident edge states or leads, described bySL andSR , to be
macroscopic, and we also assume for simplicity th
uG2

(m)u5uG1
(m)u. Furthermore, it is not necessary to explicit

include the flux inSA so we setw50.
It is most convenient to perform the RG analysis direc

in terms of the Euclidian action~50!, and hence in this sec
tion expectation values of fields refer to their functiona
integral form,45
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^f6~x1 ,t1!f6~x2 ,t2!•••&

5
1

Z6
E Df6 f6~x1 ,t1!f6~x2 ,t2!•••e2S6, ~53!

whereZ6[*Df6e2S6 is the edge-state partition function
The allowed field configurations in Eq.~53! satisfy the
boundary conditions

f6~x1L,t!2f6~x,t!52png, ~54!

f6~x,t1b!2f6~x,t!50, ~55!

and the measure in Eq.~53! implicitly includes a sum over
the integer winding numbern. Note that there is only one
homotopy index here, because in the CLL a topologi
charge excitation and topological current excitation
equivalent.

For our analysis we will need the Euclidianm-
quasiparticle propagator,

G6
~m!~x,t![^eimf6~x,t!e2 imf6~0!&, ~56!

for a right ~1! or left ~2! moving edge state, which at zer
temperature is given by

G6
~m!~x,t!5S 6 ipa/L

sin@p~x6 ivt!/L# D
m2g

, ~57!

where we have neglected the regularization in the denom
tor, which is only necessary whenx6 ivt50. The expres-
sion ~57! is calculated in Appendix B using the finite-siz
bosonization formalism developed in Sec. III. Note th
whenx50, the largest contribution to an integral of Eq.~57!
over imaginary time comes from smallt where we have
G6

(m)(0,t);(1/t)2D, where D5m2g/2 is the local scaling
dimension ofeimf6.

Consider now the correlation function

^V1~t!V1* ~0!&5
v2uG1

~m!u2

4p2a2 ^eimf1~x1 ,t!e2 imf1~x1,0!&

3^e2 imfA~x1 ,t!eimfA~x1,0!&

5
v2uG1

~m!u2

4p2a2 G1
~m!~0,t!GA

~m!~0,2t!, ~58!

which arises in a perturbative calculation of the full partiti
function

Z5E DfLDfRDfAe2S ~59!

at second order. For̂V1(t)V1* (0)&—and thereforeZ—to
be invariant under a small increase in unit-c
size a→a85ba, we require G18 5b122DG1 or
dG1 /d ln b5(12m2g)G1 . An analogous analysis o
^V2(t)V2* (0)& shows thatG2 scales identically. These
leading-order flow equations,

dG6
~m!

dl
5~12m2g!G6

~m! , ~60!
l
e

a-

t

l

where l [ ln(a8/a), show that quasiparticle (m51) back-
scattering processes are relevant whereas electron (m51/g)
backscattering is irrelevant wheng51/3, as stated above
They were first derived by Kane and Fisher11 using
momentum-shell RG.

One might expect the flow equations~60! to be modified
by the finite size of the antidot edge state. To see that th
not so, consider the correlation function,

^V1~t!V1* ~t8!V2~t9!V2* ~0!&, ~61!

which appears at fourth order indS. A Wick expansion gives
local terms as in Eq.~58!, and, in addition,nonlocalantidot
propagatorsGA

(m)(x,t) with x5L/2, whereL is now the cir-
cumference of the antidot edge state. However, the exp
sion ~57! shows that nonlocal terms scale in thesameway as
the local terms. The simplicity of this conclusion is the a
vantage of our RG method: It focuses directly on the scal
of the cutoff a rather than on the scaling oft, which is
inconvenient whenxÞ0. Our conclusion is that the Kane
Fisher flow equations~60! are valid in the antidot geometr
considered here.

Exactly on resonance, defined by the condition that all
G6

(m) are zero, we have a perfect source-drain transmiss
with G* 5ge2/h. Note, however, that thisperfectresonance
can be experimentally realized only by physically decoupl
the antidot from the leads—it cannot occur because of
AB effect itself. Nonetheless, the perfect resonance is st
fixed-point solution of Eq.~60!, albeit a physically uninter-
esting one. However, in the weak-antidot-coupling regime
Fig. 2~a!, the bare tunneling amplitudes can be very small
which case the leading-order RG equations~60! yield

G6,ren
~m! 5S aren

a D 12m2g

G6
~m! . ~62!

Here G6
(m) are the bare tunneling amplitudes andG6,ren

(m) are
the renormalized coupling constants at a length sc
aren.a. In the g51/3 case we see that the renormaliz
m51 quasiparticle tunneling amplitude diverges
(aren/a)2/3, whereas all others withm.1 vanish as
(aren/a)12m2/3. However, even at zero temperature in an
finite Hall bar, the scaling may be cutoff by the finite sizeL
of the antidot edge state, because the effective unit-cell
aren cannot become larger than the antidot.46 Thus, the renor-
malizedm51 quasiparticle tunneling amplitude will not d
verge here, but it can still become very large, of the orde
(L/a)2/3 times the bare value, whereL/a is typically 102. At
finite temperature the thermal lengthLT5v/T, which is the
size of the system in the imaginary-time direction, will al
cutoff the scaling behavior. The maximum allowedaren is the
minimum Lmin of L andLT , so the final renormalized cou
plings in the weak-antidot-coupling regime are

G6,ren
~m! 5~Lmin /a!12m2gG6

~m! . ~63!

At temperatures less than the crossover temperatureT0 , de-
fined in Eq.~1!, we see that the renormalized tunneling a
plitudes are determined byL, whereas aboveT0 they are
determined byLT .

As in the conventional momentum-shell procedure, o
RG transformation is based on a coarse graining of the
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tem followed by a rescaling to hold the partition functio
~59! fixed. The flow equations~60! therefore hold quite gen
erally for equilibrium and nonequilibrium properties, but, f
this same reason, do not directly describe the scaling of
specific quantity we are after, namely, the two-terminal l
ear conductance as a function of flux.@In fact, including the
AB flux w in the antidot actionSA simply modifies the propa
gator GA

(m)(x,t) by a phase and does not change the
equations.# To obtain scaling equations specific to the co
ductanceG as a function of tunneling amplitudes, temper
ture, and flux, one should perform the RG transformat
keepingG itself invariant. However, near a resonance t
effect of the flux on the quantityG is to simply vary the
tunneling amplitudesG6

(m) . Therefore, in our application o
Eqs.~60! and ~63! to the study ofG, we can simply regard
theG6

(m) as being flux-dependent and gate-voltage depen
quantities, as in the quantum-point-contact geometry. T
can be made precise by the introduction of a resonance
ing parameterd, which is a function of AB flux or gate
voltage or both, and which specifies the distance from a p
fect resonanced50 in these units. Note, however, that w
cannot setd equal to zero, because there are no perfect re
nances here.

We are now in a position to understand the nature of
resonances in the antidot geometry at temperatures
enough where all tunneling amplitudes except for theG6

(1)

have scaled to negligible values. The precise temperaturTs
below which this scaling occurs depends on the values of
bare irrelevant couplings,G6

(m) ~with m.1), and, of course,
how small one requires them to be. We shall also assu
thatT0,Ts, which is physically realizable in an antidot th
is not too small. WhenT andT0 are both less thanTs the RG
flow will follow a univeral trajectory, as in the quantum-
point-contact problem.13 Then there is a single correlatio
length j that diverges on resonanceG6

(1)50 with a critical
exponent determined by Eq.~60!,

j;S 1

uG6
~1!u D ~12g!21

, ~64!

and the conductance as a function ofuG6
(1)u}d, the thermal

lengthLT , and the antidot sizeL will obey the scaling law,

G~d,LT ,L !5G̃8S c1

LT

j
,c2

L

j D5G̃S c1

d

T12g ,c2

d

T0
12gD ,

~65!

wherec1 andc2 are nonuniversal constants andG̃(X,Y) is a
two-parameter universal scaling function. In the second fo
in Eq. ~65! we have expressed the antidot size in terms of
crossover temperatureT0 using Eq.~1!. Near the resonance
Eq. ~65! expresses the conventional assumption about fin
size scaling near a critical point, in both the real-space
imaginary-time directions. Much less trivial is our assum
tion, following a similar one by Kane and Fisher,11 that Eq.
~65! holds for all values of d over which uG6

(1)u}d. The
universal scaling functionG̃(X,Y) will be valid as long as
the temperature is low enough so that the corrections to s
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ing from the irrelevant operators are small and as long as
resonances are narrow enough so that the linear rela
uG6

(1)u}d applies.
In the limit L→a the antidot system becomes equivale

to quantum-point contact with a single microscopic impur
providing the momentum transfer to the lattice necessary
tunneling. The crossover from CLL power-law behavior
Fermi-liquid-like scaling caused by mesoscopic effects t
we discuss in detail in the next section does not occur in
limit becauseT0 is pushed up to the high-energy cuto
TF[v/a, the effective Fermi temperature, beyond whi
CLL is invalid and the FQHE does not occur. Therefore
the Y→0 limit our two-parameter scaling functionG̃(X,Y)
reduces to the one-parameter functionG̃(X) defined by Kane
and Fisher11 and calculated by Moonet al.13 and by Fendley,
Ludwig, and Saleur:17

G̃~X,0!5G̃~X!. ~66!

An explicit form for G̃(X,Y), valid for X@1, may be ob-
tained from perturbation theory in the strong-antido
coupling regime, but will not be needed here.

The scaling law~65! shows that there is a temperatu
scaleT1 determined by the bare quasiparticle tunneling a
plitudeG6

(1) below which the system is always in the stron
antidot-coupling regime. This means that the resonances
never perfect, and at temperatures less thanT1 the on-
resonance conductanceG* !ge2/h. At temperatures above
T1 a weak-antidot-coupling regime is of course possible
uG6

(m)u!1, and in this case

G* 5@12O~G4!#g
e2

h
'g

e2

h
. ~67!

If the antidot system starts in the strongly coupled regime,
an appropriate choice of gate voltages, it will stay in th
regime throughout the experimentally relevant ranges
temperature and magnetic field, because them51 quasipar-
ticle backscattering process~which would be relevant in the
RG sense! is not allowed in this edge-state configuration a
only electrons can tunnel.47 The strong-antidot-coupling re
gime therefore admits a perturbative treatment,47 to which
we now turn.

V. AHARONOV-BOHM EFFECT
IN THE STRONG-ANTIDOT-COUPLING REGIME

The currentI passing between edge statesL8 andR8 @see
Fig. 2~b!# as a function of their potential differenceV may be
calculated for small energy-independent tunneling am
tudesG i ( i 51,2), which for simplicity are taken to be equ
apart from dynamical and AB phase factors,

G15Geip@~m/De! 1w#,

G25Ge2 ip@~m/De! 1w#. ~68!

Herew[F/F0 , whereF0[hc/e is the flux quantum, and
m[(mL1mR)/2 is the mean electrochemical potentia
These phases account for the total pha
u[redl•@p1(e/c)A# accumulated by an electron with en
ergy m after one complete clockwise orbit around the an
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dot. The Hamiltonian isH5H01dH, whereH05HL1HR
is a sum of Hamiltonians of the form~33! and

dH5G1B11G2B21G1* B1
†1G2* B2

† , ~69!

where Bi[cL(xi)cR
†(xi) is an electron tunneling operato

acting at pointxi . Because the edge statesL8 and R8 are
assumed to be infinite, the additionalc-number phase facto
in ~35! is not needed here. The currentI (t)[2e^ṄL& to first
order indH is given by

I ~ t !5 ieE dt8u~ t2t8!Trr0@] tÑL~ t !,dH̃~ t8!#, ~70!

wherer0[e2bK0/Tre2bK0,

K0[H02mLNL2mRNR , ~71!
ns

r-

t
th
e
ct
c
m

on
th
and where Eq.~70! is written in the usual interaction repre
sentationÕ(t)[eiH 0tOe2 iH 0t. It is convenient, however, to
work in the K0 representation defined b
O(t)[eiK 0tOe2 iK 0t. We find B̃i(t)5Bi(t)e

iVt, where
V[(mR2mL)/e is the applied voltage. Then Eq.~70! leads
to

I 522uGu2 Im@X11~v!1X22~v!1e2p i @~m/De! 1w#X12~v!

1e22p i @~m/De! 1w!X21~v!#v5eV , ~72!

whereXi j (v) is the Fourier transform of

Xi j ~ t ![2 iu~ t !^@Bi~ t !,Bj
†~0!#&. ~73!

This response function can be calculated using bosoniza
techniques and the result for filling factorg51/q is
Xi j ~ t !52u~ t !
a2q22

2p2 Im
~p/LT!2q

sinhq@p~xi2xj1vt1 ia !/LT#sinhq@p~xi2xj2vt2 ia !/LT#
, ~74!
l
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whereLT[v/T is the thermal length. Whenq51, Eq.~74! is
the response function for noninteracting chiral electro
From Eq.~74! we see thatX115X22 and X125X21, so Eq.
~72! may be written as

I 524uGu2ImH X11~v!1cosF2pS m

De
1w D GX12~v!J

v5eV

.

~75!

Thus it is sufficient to calculate the imaginary part ofXi j (v),
which we shall do below.

Each termXi j in Eq. ~72! corresponds to a process occu
ring with a probability proportional touG iG j u. The local
termsX11 and X22 therefore describeindependenttunneling
at x1 and x2 , respectively, whereas thenonlocal termsX12
and X21 describecoherent tunneling through both antido
constrictions. The AB phase naturally couples only to
latter. We shall see that the local contributions behave
actly like the tunneling current in a quantum-point conta
The AB effect, however, is a consequence of the nonlo
terms, and we shall show that there are new non-Fer
liquid phenomena associated with these terms that are
rectly accessible to experiment.

The required Fourier transform may be calculated by c
tour integration. Here we shall present the calculation for
caseg51/3 ~the other cases follow similarly!. Because the
factor multiplyingu(t) in Eq. ~74! is odd undert→2t, the
imaginary part ofXi j (v) may be written as

Im Xi j ~v!52
a4p3T5

8v6 Re E
2`

`

ds

3
eivs/pT2e2 ivs/pT

sinh3~s1pd/LT1 ih!sinh3~s2pd/LT1 ih!
,

~76!
.

e
x-
.
al
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e

whered[uxi2xj u andh is a positive infinitesimal. The loca
response functionsX11 andX22 correspond tod50, whereas
the nonlocal onesX12 andX21 correspond tod5L/2, where
L is the circumference of the antidot edge state. Whend
Þ0 there are third order poles at

s56
pd

LT
1 inp2 ih, ~77!

wheren is an integer. The integral of the first and seco
term in Eq.~76! can be calculated by closing the integratio
contour in the upper-half-plane and lower-half-plane, resp
tively. One can show that the contributions from all the po
exceptn50 cancel, leaving

Im Xi j ~v!5
a4p2

8v6

T3

sinh3~2pd/LT! H $V214p2T2@1

23 coth2~2pd/LT!#%sinS Vd

v D
16pVT coth~2pd/LT!cosS Vd

v D J . ~78!

The case whered50 may then be obtained by taking th
d→0 limit of this expression. In theg51/3 case one has to
expand up to third order ind ~all lower orders cancel ex
actly!.

The response function~78! evidently displays a crossove
behavior when the thermal lengthLT becomes less than
uxi2xj u. The finite size of the antidot therefore provides
important temperature scale~1!. For example, a Fermi veloc
ity v of 106 cm/s and circumferenceL of 1 mm yields
T0'25 mK. Note thatT0 is closely related to the energ
level spacingDe for noninteracting electrons with linear dis
persion in a ring of circumferenceL,
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T05
De

2p2 . ~79!

The current can generally be written as

I 5I 01I AB cosF2pS m

De
1w D G , ~80!

where I 0 is the ‘‘background’’ current resulting from th
local terms andI AB is the AB current resulting from the
nonlocal terms. When the voltage is applied symmetrica
about an antidot energy level, cos$2p@(m/De)1w#%
5cos(2pw).

The exact current-voltage relation for theg51/3 chiral
Luttinger liquid is

I 05
uGu2a4

120pv6 ~64p4VT4120p2T2V31V5!, ~81!

and

I AB52
uGu2a4p2

v6

T3

sinh3~T/T0! H $V214p2T2

3@123 coth2~T/T0!#%sinS VL

2v D
16pVT coth~T/T0!cosS VL

2v D J . ~82!

In the limit L→0, I AB always reduces toI 0 . The sin(VL/2v)
and cos(VL/2v) factors have a period inV equal to twice the
level spacingDe, as expected~see Sec. II!. The AB conduc-
tance forq53 is

GAB52
2p3uGu2a4

v6

T4

sinh3~T/T0! H 3 cothS T

T0
D

1S T

T0
D F123 coth2S T

T0
D G J , ~83!

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence ofGAB for the casesg51
~dashed curve! and g51/3 ~solid curve!. Both curves are normal
ized to have unit amplitude at their respective maxima.
y

which is shown in Fig. 4 along with the corresponding chi
Fermi-liquid result~16!.

We now summarize our results for generalq. We shall for
convenience summarize the transport properties as a func
of temperature for fixed voltage, first forV!T0 and then for
V@T0 .

A. Low-voltage regime: V!T0

There are three temperature regimes here. W
T!V!T0 , both I 0 andI AB are temperature independent b
have nonlinear behavior, varying with voltage as

I}V2q21. ~84!

When the temperature exceedsV, the response become
linear. WhenV!T!T0 , both G0 and GAB vary with tem-
perature as

G}S T

TF
D 2q22

, ~85!

whereTF[v/a is an effective Fermi temperature. This tem
perature dependence shows that in the strong-anti
coupling regime the renormalization of the electron tunn
ing amplitudes is not cut off by the finite sizeL of the antidot
edge state, but only by the thermal lengthLT .

At a temperature nearT0 , we find thatGAB for the CLL
displays a pronounced maximum, also in striking contras
a Fermi liquid~see Fig. 4!. An experimental observation o
this nonmonatonic temperature dependence would provid
clear signature of non-Fermi-liquid behavior~assuming, of
course, that theG i are temperature independent!.

Increasing the temperature further we crossover into
V!T0!T regime whereG0 scales as in Eq.~85!, but

GAB}S T

T0
D S T

TF
D 2q22

e2qT/T0. ~86!

Thus GAB exhibits a crossover from the well-knownT2q22

Luttinger liquid behavior to a new scaling behavior which
much closer to a chiral Fermi liquid (q51). Careful mea-
surements in this experimentally accessible regime shoul
able to distinguish between a Fermi liquid and this predic
nearly Fermi liquid temperature dependence.

B. High-voltage regime:V@T0

Again there are three temperature regimes. For the low
temperaturesT!T0!V, the response is again temperatu
independent and nonlinear. The direct term varies with v
age according to

I 0}V2q21, ~87!

as in the lowest temperature, low-voltage regime. Howev
the flux-dependent part of the current is now much m
interesting, involving power laws times Bessel functions
the ratio V/2pT05pV/De. As an example, for the cas
q53 we find in this regime
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I AB5
4euGu2a4

pvL5 H F32S V

2pT0
D 2GsinS V

2pT0
D

2F 3V

2pT0
GcosS V

2pT0
D J , ~88!

which is shown in Fig. 5 along with the chiral Fermi liqui
result ~12! at zero temperature. Note that in this low
temperature regime

I AB}S V

2pT0
D 5/2

J5/2S V

2pT0
D , ~89!

whereJ is a Bessel function of the first kind, a result al
obtained by Chamonet al.25 for the douple point-contact ge
ometry.

As the temperature is increased further toT0!T!V, we
find a crossover to an interesting high-temperature nonlin
regime. HereI 0}V2q21 as before, but now

I AB}S T

T0
D q

e2qT/T0Vq21 sinS V

2pT0
D . ~90!

Therefore, the nonlinear response at fixed temperature
also be used to distinguish between Fermi-liquid and L
tinger liquid behavior, even at relatively high temperature

When the temperature exceeds V, the response finally
comes linear. WhenT0!V!T, G0 scales as in Eq.~85!,
whereasGAB scales as in Eq.~86!. Thus at high temperature
the low- and high-voltage regimes behave similarily.

VI. PERSISTENT CURRENT
IN A CHIRAL LUTTINGER LIQUID

In the previous section we have been discussing the tr
port properties of an edge state that occurs at the bounda
a quantum Hall fluid pierced by an antidot potential. In th
section we shall discuss a non-Fermi-liquid mesosco
property of the edge current occurring at this same type
antidot boundary or at the boundary of a FQHE droplet c
fined in a quantum dot.

In a macroscopic edge state, an equilibrium edge cur
exists even in the absence of an AB flux or twisted bound
conditions. The magnitude of this current is universal and

FIG. 5. Nonlinear IV curve for the the casesg51 ~dashed
curve! andg51/3 ~solid curve!. The current is in arbitrary units an
V0[De/p.
ar
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the absence of disorder is given by48

I edge5g
evc

4p
1

eẽqh

2p
, ~91!

wherevc is the cyclotron frequency andẽqh is the proper
quasihole energy~defined at fixed density! of the Laughlin
state at filling factorg51/q.

We now couple the edge state to an AB fluxw[F/F0 .
The grand-canonical partition function of the mesosco
edge state factorizes into a zero-mode contribution,

Z05 (
n52`

`

e2gp2~T0 /T!~n2w!2
, ~92!

which depends onF, and an irrelevant flux-independent co
tribution from the nonzero modes. HereT0 is again given by
Eq. ~1!. Note that ifN6 were restricted to be an integer the
the period of these equilibrium AB oscillations would b
F0 /g. The allowed fractionally charged excitations~47! are
therefore responsible for restoring the AB period toF0 , as is
well known in other contexts.42

The edge current induced from the additional fluxF is49

I[2
]V

]F
5

2pT

F0
(
n51

`

~21!n
sin~2pnw!

sinh~nqT/T0!
, ~93!

whereV is the grand-canonical potential. At zero tempe
ture, this chiral persistent currenthas an amplitude~with
units now restored!

Ī 5g
ev
L

, ~94!

whereL is the length of the edge state. Note thatĪ is renor-
malized by the electron-electron interactions in precisely
same way as in a nonchiral Luttinger liquid.31 At tempera-
turesT@T0 the amplitude decays as

Ī'g
ev
L

e2qT/T0. ~95!

Because these persistent currents are chiral, there is no b
scattering from impurities and hence no amplitude reduct
from weak disorder. The temperature dependence of the
bital magnetic response of a FQHE edge state may there
be another ideal system to observe non-Fermi-liquid mes
copic behavior. The persistent current in a FQHE annu
~the sum of currents from the inner and outer edge states! has
been studied recently by Kettemann.50

VII. DISCUSSION

We have studied the tunneling through an edge s
formed around an antidot in the fractional quantum Hall
fect regime using chiral Luttinger liquid theory. Our analys
has shown that the quantum-point-contact and antidot ge
etries are considerably different:~i! First, mesoscopic effects
are important in the antidot geometry when the therm
length becomes smaller than the size of the antidot, and
leads to a crossover from the power-law tunneling charac
istics normally associated with a Luttinger liquid to a Ferm
liquid-like scaling. Therefore, mesoscopic effects in a L
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tinger liquid can mimic Fermi-liquid behavior. This has be
demonstrated explicitly for the strong-antidot-coupling ca
but it is clear that a similar crossover must occur for
values of the antidot tunneling amplitudes.~ii ! The second
difference is that because of the special nature of
Aharonov-Bohm interference process in a chiral syste
there are never perfect resonances in the antidot system,
at zero temperature.~The absence of destructive interferen
in the chiral AB effect has been studied from a differe
point of view by Müller.51! This means that at low enoug
temperatures the system will always be in the strong-anti
coupling regime, for all values of the Aharonov-Bohm flu
and gate voltages. The sharp non-Fermi-liquid resona
studied in the quantum-point-contact geometry, having
width varying with temperature asT12g, is therefore not
expected in the antidot geometry at the lowest temperatu

We have also identified a new experimentally realiza
regime, the strong-antidot-coupling regime, where strik
non-Fermi-liquid mesoscopic transport phenomena are
dicted. This regime is ideal for experimental investigati
because the exact current-voltage relation is known@for ex-
ample, Eqs.~80! through ~82!#, and the low-temperature
crossover from weak antidot coupling to strong antidot c
pling does not complicate the analysis. If, by an appropr
choice of gate voltages, the antidot system starts in
strongly coupled regime, then it will stay in this regim
throughout the experimentally relevant ranges of tempera
and magnetic field. Finally, we have predicted mesosco
edge-current oscillations or ‘‘chiral persistent currents’’ th
have a universal non-Fermi-liquid temperature depende
and may be another means to observe a chiral Luttinger
uid.
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APPENDIX A: QUANTUM MECHANICS OF THE
NONINTERACTING CHIRAL ELECTRON GAS

In this appendix we summarize properties of the ch
Fermi liquid that are needed in the body of the paper. In
presence of a dimensionless AB fluxw[F/F0 , the single-
particle Hamiltonian for right~1! or left ~2! movers is

H56vS p2
2pw

L D , ~A1!

with eigenfunctionsf6
n (x)5L2 1/2e2p inx/L and eigenvalues

e6
n 56(n2w)De, wheren is an integer,De[2pv/L is the

level spacing, and where periodic boundary conditions o
line of lengthL have been used.

The retarded Green’s function
,
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G6
R ~x,t ![2 i ^$c6~x,t !,c6

† ~0!%&u~ t ! ~A2!

for a free chiral electron gas has an especially simple fo
namely,

G6
R ~x,t !52 iu~ t !e62p iwvt/L (

n52`

`

d~x7vt1nL!.

~A3!

An electron added to the system therefore propagates ba
tically with a velocityv and with no dispersion. The Fourie
transform ofG6

R (x,t) is

G6
R ~x,v!5

1

L (
n52`

`
e2p inx/L

v7~n2w!De1 ih
~A4!

52
i

v (
n52`

`

u@6~x1nL!#

3e62p i @~v/De! 6w#@~x/L ! 1n#. ~A5!

The second form~A5! follows from Eq.~A4! by an applica-
tion of the Poisson summation formula, or from Eq.~A3!
directly. The second expression has a useful interpretat
G6

R (x,v) is proportional to the amplitude for an electron
propagate a distancex around the ring via a direct path
during which it acquires a phase

expF i S 2pv

De
62pw D x

LG , ~A6!

plus the amplitude to propagate via any number of windin
around the ring with a given chirality. The first term in E
~A6! is the dynamical phase, whereas the second term is
chirality-dependent AB phase.

The total amplitude to propagate at frequencyv from
point 1 to point 2 on the ring shown in Fig. 1, allowing on
clockwise ~1! or counterclockwise~2! motion, is propor-
tional to

G6
R S L

2
,v D5

1

2v sin pS v

De
6w D . ~A7!

Note that the chirality enters only through the AB phase. T
transmission probability is proportional to

UG6
R S L

2
,v D U2

5
1/2v2

12cos 2pS v

De
6w D , ~A8!

which possesses transmission resonances when (v/De)6w
is integral, but never exhibits completely destructive interf
ence.

For completeness we also give expressions for the s
tral function A6(k,v)[2 (1/p)Im G6

R(k,v) and density of
statesN6(v)[*2`

` (dk/2p)A6(k,v) for free chiral fermi-
ons in the infinite system-size limit:A6(k,v)5d(v7vk)
andN6(v)51/2pv.
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APPENDIX B:
EUCLIDIAN QUASIPARTICLE PROPAGATOR

Here we use the results of Sec. III to calculate t
m-quasiparticle propagator for a finite-size CLL withw50,
as defined in Sec. IV. This propagator may be written
terms of the quantized chiral scalar field~24! as

G6
~m!~x,t![^Teimf6~x,t!e2 imf6~0!&, ~B1!

whereT is the time-ordering operator for particles with fra
tional statisticseipm2g. The imaginary-time equation of mo
tion for the phase variablex6 shows that f6

0 (x,t)
56(2p/L)N6(x6 ivt)2gx6 . Separating out the zero
modes we find in the zero-temperature limit that

G6
~m!~x,t!5^eim@f6

0
~x,t!2f6

0
~0!#&

3~e~m2/2!@f6
0

~x,t!,f6
0

~0!#em2gS~6x1 ivt!u~t!

1eipm2ge2 ~m2/2![f6
0

~x,t!,f6
0

~0!]

3em2gS~7x2 ivt!u~2t!!, ~B2!

whereeipm2g is the statistical phase of them-quasiparticle
composite and

S~x![
2p

L (
k.0

eikx21

k
e2ka. ~B3!
he

in

c-
-

The quantityS(x) may be found by differentiating with re-
spect tox, performing the summation, and then integratin
which yields

S~x!5 lnS ipa/L

sin@p~x1 ia !/L# D2
ipx

L
. ~B4!

The second term in Eq.~B4! leads to a cancellation of the
zero-mode commutators in Eq.~B2!. The remaining zero-
mode expectation value, which has the form

^e62p imN6~x6 ivt!/L&5

(
n

e2bpvgn2/Le62p imng~x6 ivt!/L

(
n

e2bpvgn2/L

,

~B5!

is equal to unity in the zero-temperature limit, so the fin
result is

G6
~m!~x,t!5S 6 ipa/L

sin@p~x6 ivt6 ia sgnt!/L# D
m2g

, ~B6!

where the branch cut has been chosen to cancel the statis
phase.
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